
 I am not in marketing nor am I a motivational speaker. One or 
both of those declarations probably don’t shock you. But, even given my 
inability or inexperience in being either a marketing guru or a maestro of 
motivation, I can tell you what my initial reaction to Jesus’ speech to the 
70 before sending them out is, especially his less-than-inspiring 
marketing pitch: “See, I am sending you out like lambs into the midst of 
wolves.” 

 Running through my mind is, “Ummm…Jesus, is there any chance 
I can have a day or two to think about this? I mean, I as was excited when 
you first chose me but you didn’t mention this whole sheep into the midst 
of wolves thing. So, let me get back to you. But, don’t hold your breath.”   

 Hopefully you don’t find that too sacrilegious; it seems like a 
pretty logical, initial reaction to me. Only a masochist would be looking 
for a job where he or she is promised to be like a lamb amongst wolves. 
Right? But Jesus doesn’t mince words. He lays out quite clearly what it 
will be like following him, what it will be like being one of his disciples. It 
will be like a lamb in the midst of wolves. 

 This isn’t the only place where Jesus warns those who follow him 
that it isn’t going to be a walk in the woods. “Life’s not all beer and 
skittles” as Thomas Hughes tells us in his novel Tom Brown’s School Days. 

Given that, it might still be very shocking to hear that following 
someone who preaches mostly peace and acceptance and forgiveness is 
going to be comparable to being like a lamb amongst wolves. Following 
Jesus, kind of like life, isn’t going to be all “beer and skittles.” No matter 
the religion, and not matter how one joins it, one doesn’t normally join a 
religion thinking: “I am looking for life to get a bit more difficult. I hear 
the Christians have it rough. They’re like, what is it: lambs amongst 
wolves? That’s for me!” 

But there is of course a difference between intention and 
consequence. Jesus isn’t say that anyone who follows him should go 
looking for misery and hardship. Instead, he is saying that one of the 
consequences of following him could very well, will very well, be hardship, 
persecution, mockery: like being a sheep amongst wolves. 



 Well, as we know, Jesus found this out for himself on a cross just 
outside the walls of Jerusalem. During that final week of his life he truly 
felt, I can only imagine, like a sheep amongst wolves. And so, shouldn’t 
we expect the same? Shouldn’t we be ready and prepared to be 
devoured? 

 The danger of following Christ isn’t the only thing Jesus has to say 
about such a life. He also says that the harvest is plentiful…that is good 
news! It will require some work of course to reap what is sown but at 
least there is some work to be done. And yet, we may try and argue that 
we have it a bit tougher these days than in days past.  

Rife secularism and two-thousand years of baggage might leave 
us with a tougher harvest because the sowing isn’t so easy. But I wonder 
if it is any more difficult to encounter atheism and agnosticism than it 
was to encounter polytheism or other manifestations of monotheism. I 
doubt it. The harvest is still plentiful. People with many options or no 
options—people with many gods or no god—both groups are difficult 
receivers of the message that God was in Jesus of Nazareth reconciling 
the world to himself.  

That is our message in nutshell: reconciliation and peace through 
Jesus of Nazareth. It seems to me that a logical question follows: isn’t 
reconciliation and peace what we all want, what we all need? I doubt it 
will take long for you to think about a relationship in your life that could 
use some reconciliation, some peace, some healing. We all have these 
kinds of relationships to varying degrees. The history of the God of 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob simply tells us, over and over and over, that 
human beings need some of that same old reconciliation, some of that 
peace, when it comes to our relationship with God. That’s why we read 
of covenants, of sacrifices, of prayer and ultimately, it is why read about 
the person Jesus of Nazareth.  

Reconciliation is what we need. Jesus’ only instruction about what 
to say given to the 70 he sends is that simple message, “Peace be to this 
house!” That’s it. No lengthy doctrinal dissertation about the two natures 
of Christ, the meaning of the Trinity, what gender apostles should be, etc. 
Well, I am probably being a bit disingenuous by lumping all of those issues 



together but I think the point remains: Jesus tells his followers to simply 
offer peace to those they come in contact with.  

 Well, the results speak for themselves. I doubt we would have 
been too shocked if the 70 came back—those lambs sent out amongst 
the wolves—if they returned battered, beaten and downtrodden. But they 
don’t. They return with joy! And I wonder if they joy they return with had 
something to do with the simple message they were entrusted to share. 
A message of peace combined with a willingness to sit down, take the 
time, share food and drink with a host. And indeed, not to rush off to the 
next house but to remain there, sharing the peace that God has to offer. 
It was a mission of peace delivered by the means of humbleness and 
hospitality. First and foremost it was a mission of peace executed with 
courtesy and trust. 

 Sometimes we need to keep it just that simple. Sometimes we 
need to keep our message as simple as, “Peace be with you.” And, we 
need to be able to express by word and action with all of the courtesy 
we can muster. Charles Williams wrote somewhere that the first law of 
the Kingdom of heaven is courtesy. I think we see that today in our gospel 
lesson. A message of peace combined with openness and trust, with 
courtesy. 

 There have been times and there will still be times when we need 
to say much more than that. But shouldn’t that be our first word? 
Shouldn’t our initial message always be that we have peace with God and 
with each other through the life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ? 
Yes, we have peace because God was in Jesus Christ reconciling the 
world to himself. And of course, it doesn’t hurt to say that with a smile. 
Amen.  

 


